
STEWARD'S REPORT

Sandown (SAP)
Sunday, 25 Mar 2018

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: P Searle

Stewards: A Curry, G Dimsey, J Rae

Judges: P Ryan & I Uren

Lure Drivers: T Adamson

Starter: S Cowling

Kennel Supervisor: C Johnson

Kennel Attendants: P Skerrett, R Skurrie, C Archibald

Veterinarian: Dr K Nagaich

Race 1
EASTER FUN NIGHT THIS THURSDAY

2:17 pm
515m

Maiden

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 3-5-2-9
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Zipping Galon and Limburg Patrick were slow to begin.

Rocket Tears and Limburg Patrick collided soon after the start. Limburg Patrick checked off Sketchy Skinny
approaching the first turn. Sketchy Skinny, Rocket Tears and Zipping Galon collided on the first turn,
checking Sketchy Skinny. Limburg Patrick checked off Zipping Galon entering the back straight. Zipping
Galon and Limburg Patrick collided approaching the home turn, checking Limburg Patrick. Zipping Galon
and Sketchy Skinny collided entering the home straight, checking Sketchy Skinny and Jessie Fernando.

Sketchy Skinny was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a carpal
sprain of the left wrist. A ten-day stand down period was imposed. Stewards advised trainer Mr John
Mangion that he must notify Greyhound Racing Victoria Stewards of any irregularities that may have
affected the greyhounds performance pursuant to GAR 75(1) that become apparent in the coming days.

A sample was taken from Kinloch Moss, the winner of the event.

 

Race 2
RSN927 - RACING & SPORT

2:42 pm
515m

Maiden

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-8-4-
6 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Geller Allen was slow to begin.

Striking Jewel and Limburg Will collided soon after the start. Superior Faith and Notorious King collided
approaching the first turn, checking Superior Faith, Notorious King and Limburg Will. Superior Faith
checked off the heels of Limburg Will approaching the second turn and raced wide. Geller Allen raced wide
entering the back straight. Superior Faith, Notorious King and Geller Allen collided in the back straight,
checking Superior Faith and Notorious King; Superior Faith raced wide as a result.

Race 3
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WILL LOUISON

3:08 pm
515m

Grade 7

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-3-2-6
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

A pre-race sample was taken from Chinookan Blue.

Alotta Talk was quick to begin. Chinookan Blue and Eminence Keroma were slow to begin. North Paw was
very slow to begin (2L).

Magnus Keroma and Gracie's Colour collided approaching the first turn, checking Megnus Keroma. Alotta
Talk and High Water collided on the first turn. Royal Solo and Eminence Keroma collided on the first turn,
and again on the second turn, checking Eminence Keroma, Chinookan Blue, and Royal Solo which
became unbalanced as a result. Royal Solo raced wide in the back straight.

Royal Solo was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained no apparent injury.

Race 4
BERWICK BOWLING CLUB

3:33 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 4-6-3-
5 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

A pre-race sample was taken from Cersei.

Under GAR 56 (1), a False Start was declared after Destini Cavalier (1) became fractious when being



boxed to the point of being required to have his fitness to start in the Race assessed. Greyhounds (3) Wok
Fried Yabby, (5) Ledgerwood Molly and (7) Stinga's Mate were withdrawn from their respective boxes. All
four greyhounds underwent a veterinary examination prior to the re-start and were passed fit to race,
pursuant to GAR56 (6). Destini Cavalier (1) was boxed first on the restart as a precaution. 

The start time of this event was delayed by four minutes due to the re-vetting processes as outlined above.

Destini Cavalier, Cersei and Wok Fried Yabby collided soon after the start, checking Cersei. Stinga's Mate
and Jemma's Fantasy collided approaching the first turn. Destini Cavalier checked off Wok Fried Yabby
approaching the first turn, checking Stinga's Mate. Stinga's Mate and Jemma's Fantasy collided on the first
turn, checking Jemma's Fantasy. Stinga's Mate checked off the heels of Ledgerwood Molly entering the
back straight. Destini Cavalier checked off Ledgerwood Molly in the back straight. Stinga's Mate raced wide
in the back straight.

Destini Cavalier (1) catching his foot in the muzzle was identified as the issue that caused the False Start to
be declared. This was deemed to be a random event and not one that required any remedial action. 

Race 5
TAB.COM.AU (1-4 WINS) HT1

3:52 pm
595m

Restricted Win Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 6-4-7-8
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Dyna Yami was quick to begin. Whiney Whine was slow to begin.

Karaoke Ken crossed to the rail approaching the first turn and collided with Kikem Kreation and Flash
Apollo, checking Kikem Kreation and Flash Apollo. Flash Apollo, Dashing Dyson and Whiney Whine
collided on the first turn, checking all three greyhounds and causing Whiney Whine to race wide as a
result. Nicky Neo galloped on the heels of Memphis Sky on the fourth turn, checking both greyhounds.

Race 6
BILL COLLINS SPEED STAR 10/5

4:07 pm
515m

Grade 5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this race due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 6-2-3-4
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Prince Mikado and Starzsa Smiling were quick to begin.

Uno Fabio and Major Curly collided approaching the first turn. Billy Moran, Dyna Aviator, Uno Fabio and
Starzsa Smiling collided on the first turn, checking Billy Moran, Dyna Aviator and Starzsa Smiling. Prince
Mikado and Magical Bling collided approaching the second turn. Major Curly raced wide on the second
turn. Prince Mikado and Starzsa Smiling collided approaching the winning post.

Race 7
EASTER GIFT THIS THURSDAY (1-4

WINS) HT2
4:32 pm
595m

Restricted Win Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-3-4-5 were the
first four across the line. Number (1) Bolta Neveelk was declared the winner. The officials were unable to
be comfortable satisfied to the required standard, when using their live observations and the only available
technology at hand, of a margin between (3) Tahleia Brae and (4) Dutch Legacy. As such, a dead-heat was
declared for second. Fourth placing went to (5) Cairnlea Rosie. Therefore, the result was 1- 3 & 4 (DH) - 5

Manitoba was slow to begin.

Rollin' With It and Dyna Zad collided soon after the start. Carinlea Rosie, Dutch Legacy and Bolta Neveelk
collided approaching the first turn. Dyna Zad, Rollin' With It and Manitoba collided approaching the first
turn. Hazelwood Flyer, Cairnlea Rosie, Dutch Legacy and Bolta Neveelk collided on the first turn, checking
Cairnlea Rosie, Dutch Legacy, Manitoba and Dyna Zad. Rollin' With It raced wide entering the front
straight. Cairnlea Rosie and Manitoba collided on the second turn, checking Manitoba, and Rollin' With It
which raced wide as a result. Dutch Legacy, Hazelwood Flyer and Manitoba collided in the back straight,
checking Hazelwood Flyer, Manitoba and Dyna Zad. Dutch Legacy and Cairnlea Rosie collided on the
home turn and again in the home straight. Bolta Neveelk and Dutch Legacy collided approaching the
winning post.

Race 8
LAUNCHING PAD FINAL THURSDAY

4:57 pm
515m

Mixed 4/5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 8-1-7-
2 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

A pre-race sample was taken from Major Riot.

Major Riot and McNeo collided soon after the start and again approaching the first turn. White Bandit and
Dyna Terror collided approaching the first turn. Major Riot raced wide on the second turn. Rebecca Bale
and Tuggeragh collided entering the back straight. Dyna Terror raced wide entering the back straight. White
Bandit and White Bandit collided in the back straight, checking Major Riot and McNeo. White Bandit
checked off Dyna Terror approaching the third turn, checking Major Riot. Newfire Drewie and Dyna Terror
collided on the home turn. Major Riot raced wide in the home straight.

Race 9
TAB MULTIPLIER (200+ RANK) HT1

5:12 pm
515m

Grade 5 Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-3-4-
2 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Mepunga Debbie and Dyna Denver collided soon after the start. Paxton Bale and My Hardaway Hana
collided soon after the start. Destini Ferrari galloped on the heels of Wilbur Deeds approaching the first
turn. Paxton Bale and My Hardaway Hana collided approaching the first turn. Paxton Bale checked off the
heels of Mepunga Debbie on the third turn, checking Roger Express; Paxton Bale and Roger Express



raced wide as a result. Destini Ferrari checked off Dyna Denver approaching the home turn.

Race 10
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM

(200+ RK) HT2
5:27 pm
515m

Grade 5 Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of  4-7-1-
5 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

Orleans and Bera Na Liva collided soon after the start. Winston Cruise and Bar King Buddy collided soon
after the start. Dimitri Bale, Orleans and Bera Na Liva collided soon after the start. Dimitri Bale and Orleans
collided approaching the first turn. Bar King Buddy and Brick Lane race wide on the second turn. Dimitri
Bale and Bont's Magic collided entering the back straight.

Race 11
GREYHOUND COMMUNITY FUND

(200+ RANK) HT3
5:47 pm
515m

Grade 5 Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 2-1-6-
8 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

A pre-race sample was taken from Twilight Liason.

Mia Brae was quick to begin. Unbackable was slow to begin.

Teflon Travis and Garick Olivander collided approaching the first turn. Teflon Travis, Garick Olivander and
Walk Woody Walk collided approaching the first turn, checking Garick Olivander, Twilight Liason and
Unbackable. Teflon Travis and Walk Woody Walk collided on the first turn, checking Walk Woody Walk and
Greysynd Alpha. Garick Olivander and Unbackable collided approaching the second turn. Twilight Liason
and Unbackable collided approaching the second turn. Unbackable checked off Walk Woody Walk in the
back straight. Garick Olivander and Walk Woody Walk collided in the back straight, checking Garick
Olivander. Garick Olivander checked off Greysynd Alpha approaching the third turn.

Race 12
sandowngreyhounds.com.au (200+

RANK) HT4
6:06 pm
515m

Grade 5 Heat

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 6-1-4-
3 were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

A pre-race sample was taken from Hammer Head.

Hogwarts Express, Hammer Head and Miss Lava were slow to begin.

Doc's Reward crossed to the rail on the first turn, checking Weeona Dino and Billy Deeds. Hammer Head
raced wide approaching the second turn. Dyna Elvio and Hogwarts Express collided entering the back
straight, checking Dyna Elvio. Miss Lava raced wide in the back straight.

MEETING COMMENTS

Satisfactory Trial Results (Blinkers Off) - My Lady Limonite trialled over the 515m from box eight, weight
27.1kg, the greyhound was placed second in a field of four. The time of the trial was 30.00, the greyhound
beaten by a margin of 3.5L. My Lady Limonite was cleared to have blinkers removed.




